


AB UT US
WHO WE ARE

Atmosphere is a design Studio. A  team  of  specialists  in  animation,  graphics,  illustration,  sound  and 
motiondesign. We prepare graphic design for events of  any scale and complexity.

HOW WE WORK

We will guide your project from the beginning to the latest edits. We work seven days a week.



Design of graphic artwork  for  events 
(concerts, conferences, forums, shows).
Creation of video scripts. Color correc-
tion. Hero branding.

Illustrations  for  books,  brochures,
posters (2d, 3d). Any product design
and    packaging. Interior      design 
visualization, static  renderings,  ar-
chitectural   objects   and   environ-
ments, texturing, lighting,  showreel
of concepts.

  Production of animated 2D videos 
and 2D infographics. Production  of 
3d video clips, 3d character models,
sculpting,      rigging,    architectural 
object model.

GRAPHICS

DESIGN

ANIMATION



Design  Studio   «Atmosphere»    has     prepared 
a  colorful  graphic  design  for   acrobatic   show 
on the water «Pirates and Ghost  ship». The show 
took place in the  pool  of  the   sports   complex 
"Olimpiyskiy"  in  Moscow. The performance com-
bines  a  variety  of  genres: circus   performance, 
water   show, musical, stunt   stunts,    acrobatics, 
show ballet, artistic swimming and diving and it 
all happens in sync with the graphic  accompa-
niment of the show.

PIRATES AND GHOST SHIP 2018-2019



OORTHODOX INTERNATIONAL YOUTH FORUM 2018 

For the International Orthodox Forum, we made all
the graphic  design   of   the   event, ranging   from  
a  short  5-second  screen  savers, ending  with   an 
hour-long video with quotes of  saints. In  addition, 
we made a graphic design for the «Mentor» mobile 
application,  developed   by    our    partners    from 
CEO & Creative.





«#ЯЖеМать»   TV-show 

Studio Atmosphere has created a graphic design of the reality show #ЯЖеМать for the «Super» TV channel.
We developed, rendered and animated all the graphic design of the program.
We came up with the main screensaver and the visual design of families - the characters  of  reality  shows, 
painted substrates and captions.





The stage of Tatar state  academic Opera and ballet theatre M. Jalil. Our team has prepared
a graphic design of performances.

For the festival we came up with, drew and   animated 
about 20 backgrounds for the  back, side  and   bottom
screens of the stage. We used 3d graphics and   classic 
2d backgrounds. 
Thanks to the coordinated work of our team, which las-
ted three months, bright performances on  stage  were 
accompanied by the same bright and stylish design.



«Sea Battle» TV-show

Our studio has created a graphic package for the TV-show, TV channel "Star". We prepared the graphic design 
of the interactive  field, the  main s creen  of  the  TV  program, designed  the  questions  for  the  game  and 
developed a logo.



Vladimir Pozner 85

To the birthday of Vladimir Pozner, our studio made posters stylized as newspapers, published in the year
of his birth in USA, France and Russia. 



OUR PROJECTS
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